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As the industry moves towards subsidy-free
installations, meet developers with active
projects across Europe. Hear from large energy
users about their plans and see how both Local
Authority and Corporate solar markets will evolve.

See how front-of-the-meter and behind-the-meter
projects are progressing. Meet investors and
developers who understand how to make money
from storage.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE
INFRASTRUCTURE

FLEXIBILITY

Is a lack of infrastructure really holding
EV uptake back? See how local
authorities and corporate hosts are
planning for the future.

How is demand in the UK changing and how will
large energy buyers evolve as generators, flexible
partners and use efficiency and flexibility to turn
energy from a drain to a resource.

INTERNET OF THINGS

BLOCKCHAIN

See who’s investing in the E-IoT and how
it will enable utilities of the future.

Beyond the hype, what are the real-world
applications of blockchain in the energy sector?
How could it disrupt current ways of doing
business and do you really need it in yours?

DECENTRALISED
GENERATION IS
DISRUPTING THE
POWER INDUSTRY
Solar & Storage Live puts you at the forefront
theatres and over 4,000 attendees will ensure
you meet all of the right people to do business
in 2018.

FUTURE NETWORKS

SMART POWER

See how network operators are evolving to catch
up with disruptors. Understand where investment
is being made and use this information to inform
your own business.

Bringing together multiple themes, these
sessions will enable businesses to see h ow to
really get the most out of their energy as a seller,
buyer or transmission provider.

BOOK NOW ON: uk.solarenergyevents.com
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AUDIENCE
INSTALLERS

DEVELOPERS

Built on 9-years of being THE event for installers, Solar &
Storage Live attracted high-quality installers working on
solar, storage and EV installations on the residential and
commercial and industrial markets.

With content designed to examine how to do
business in an unsubsidised market, Solar &
Storage Live is the place for the European solar
and storage developer.

CORPORATE ENERGY BUYERS

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

In 2018, the event will bring corporate energy
buyers moving forward with PV, storage or EV
installations (or all 3!) to showcase how the
technologies have changed their energy from a
cost centre to something of value.

Solar & Storage Live has always been the place
that forward-thinking LAs showcase their work,
whether it’s a new installation, a LA-owned utility,
smart cities or energy efficiency. 2018 will be no
different and will be the definitive place to meet
new customers.

HOUSE BUILDERS &
COMMERCIAL REAL
ESTATE INVESTORS
Led by George Clarke, our special session
around how new housing developments will
accommodate solar, storage and electric vehicle
charging points is not-to-be-missed and our
specialist content for commercial real estate
investors will illuminate their appetite for low
carbon generation.

THE ONLY
EVENT WITH
AN IN-DEPTH
UNDERSTANDING
OF THE BUY-SIDE
Designed around the buyers you need to meet,
Solar & Storage Live will enable you to see how

UTILITIES

your clients are planning ahead for 2019.

Still sitting at the heart of the industry, utilities will
show attendees how they’re evolving into new
service companies. We will include both the big
6 and smaller “ESCOs” to show how increased
disruption and competition in the market will play
out.

FINANCE & INVESTMENT

GOVERNMENT

Using expertise built around our global finance
and investment series, we will attract capital
providers to the event, ready to invest in new
projects.

Government ministers and policy-setters will be
invited to give their vision for a strong low carbon
power sector.

BOOK NOW ON: uk.solarenergyevents.com
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YOUR SPONSORSHIP AND EXHIBITION TOOLKIT
Sponsoring the Solar & Storage Live presents an excellent opportunity to raise your company’s profile and gain exposure to the
buyers. Take advantage of this targeted conference and exhibition to network with clients.

WEBINAR: Host a webinar on a topic of your choice
and establish your thought leadership

INVITE CLIENTS: Send us your wish list of people
or companies you would like to meet at the Solar &
Storage Live and we will do the hard work of getting
them to the event

PR

FREE PRESS RELEASE: Let us promote your
participation at the event via multiple platforms

FREE SOCIAL MEDIA COVERAGE: We will
announce your partnership with Solar & Storage Live
to our 61,000+ followers, join our LinkedIn groups and
follow us on twitter

REACH THOUSANDS: Brand e-mails with your logo
and we can send them to our database, inclusive of
75,000+ energy professionals

FREE DESIGN SERVICE: Promote your involvement
with our free design service, offering you professional
artwork to alert your network of your involvement with
the solar & Storage Live.

UNDERSTAND YOUR CLIENTS’ BUYING CYCLES:
Spend time with key clients in a professional
environment to understand how they make
decisions and promote your products and services.

RECEIVE KEY INDUSTRY UPDATES: Utilise our team
of expert journalists to stay up to date and in touch
with the industry’s key announcements.

Our sponsorship packages can be tailored enabling you to develop and leverage business opportunities within this market.
To discuss exclusive branding and sponsorship opportunities please get in touch:
MARCELA AHMETI
mahmeti@solarmedia.co.uk | T: +44 (0) 20 7871 0122

BOOK NOW ON: uk.solarenergyevents.com
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YOUR SPONSORSHIP AND EXHIBITION TOOLKIT
Sponsoring the Solar & Storage Live presents an excellent opportunity to raise your company’s profile and gain exposure to the industry’s leading
players.

ON-SITE: MEET YOUR CLIENTS IN A RELAXED, PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT

STREAMLINE YOUR DIARY: Organising, travelling to
and attending meetings can take months. we do the
hard work for you, enabling you to meet the people
you need to in just two days

LAUNCH A PRODUCT: Get instant feedback and lots
of press coverage by launching a product on-site

MEET IN PRIVATE: Private meeting space on your
exhibition stand, allow you to continue discussions
with key prospects on site

RELAX WITH CLIENTS: Relax with your clients and
entertain them when you host a networking break,
lunch break or drinks reception

DEVELOP YOUR NETWORK: Exhibitions are more
than just presentations and we put the onus on
networking which is fundamental to any professional.
Contacts are never really partners until they have met
face-to-face

SPONSOR GIFTS: Take your pick from memory sticks
(thumb drives) and lanyards to sponsored gift bags
or bottled water. Make sure your company is front of
mind.

ONE-TO-ONE MEETINGS: Let us take the hard work
out of organising your day by pre-arranging meetings
with key contacts on your behalf

Our sponsorship packages can be tailored enabling you to develop and leverage business opportunities within this market.
To discuss exclusive branding and sponsorship opportunities please get in touch:
MARCELA AHMETI
mahmeti@solarmedia.co.uk | T: +44 (0) 20 7871 0122

BOOK NOW ON: uk.solarenergyevents.com
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AGENDA AT A GLANCE
16th

17th

October 2018

6:00 ONWARDS STAND PARTIES

7.00 - LATE

18th

October 2018

SOCIAL & NETWORKING

SEMINARS & CONFERENCE

October 2018

BOOK NOW ON: uk.solarenergyevents.com
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SPONSORED BY

16th

17th

October 2018

The Evolution of the Power Market
Winning business in a decentralised era

10:00 DEVELOPING A POWER MARKET THAT’S FIT FOR
THE FUTURE
• Our panel of expert speakers take you on a journey through
the fourth industrial revolution – what technologies are going
to have the biggest impact on your business?
o Artificial Intelligence o Automation
o Electric and Autonomous Vehicles

18th

October 2018

October 2018

Networks and Innovation

Large Energy Users

10:00 RIIO 2

10:00 LARGE ENERGY BUYERS AS DRIVERS OF THE TRANSITION TO A LOW CARBON ECONOMY

Opportunities at the network level

Turning energy from a cost into an advantage

• What does industry think RIIO2 will achieve? Will it
incentivise innovation or nibble at margin?

• As the lines between buyers and suppliers blur, how will
white labelled energy products change the role of B2C
buyers?

• Assessing the published framework – what next?
• What needs to be in stakeholder business planes?
Stew Horne, Head of Energy Regulation, Citizens Advice

o Decentralised Energy and Energy Storage
o Smart Energy, Homes, Networks and Cities
o Blockchain
o Internet of things
• The changing generation mix in the UK – what does it take
to plan the power mix for the future?
o Renewables
o Fossil
o Nuclear

11:00 UNDERSTANDING THE GRID OF THE FUTURE AND
THE ROLE THAT DECENTRALISED ENEGRY CAN PLAY IN
SUPPORTING OPERATIONS
• Decentralised energy on centralised networks: how are the
grid and DNOs/DSOs evolving?

• How can large energy buyers monetise generation?
o Flexibility
o Virtual Power Plants
o Efficiency
• What does the business community need from the power
industry?
• How businesses’ and municipalities’ are needs changing?

• Who’s funding the networks now and how should this
change in the future?

• Predicting uptake of new technologies for generation,
storage and energy management

• How can upgrades be funded at the lowest cost to the
consumer?

Myles McCarthy, Managing Director,
Implementation Services, The Carbon Trust

o Efficiency and Flexibility

• How are new technologies starting to penetrate networks
and what is their impact?

• The implications of this new era

Robert Hull, Independent Consultant, Riverswan Ltd

o Eroding margins for traditional suppliers
o Increased competition

12:00 EVS AND THEIR IMPACT IN THE GRID

o A move to zero marginal cost of power?

• How will EVs affect grid consumption?

o Self-supply and energy trading

• Will they be a driving force for a smarter network?

11:00 POWER PRICES – UP OR DOWN?
12:00 WHO SHOULDERS THE COST OF THE SYSTEM?
• With grid defection, where will the money for upgrades
come from?
• How will network operators distribute costs fairly to avoid
penalising consumers

NETWORKING LUNCH BREAK

BOOK NOW ON: uk.solarenergyevents.com
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• As we move beyond the big 6, how are utility business
models evolving to accommodate the changing nature of the
market?
• How are utilities changing their product offerings?
• What opportunities are presented by low carbon generation,
storage and EVs?
• Is customer acquisition and retention an issue for smaller
utilities?

• How stationary and vehicle storage will come together on
the grid

14:00 FLEXIBLE DEMAND AND THE ROLE OF LARGE
ENERGY USERS

• Insight into V2G infrastructure - what does it look like and
how does it work?
• Services: FFR, STOR and Triads

As big businesses see the value in lowering carbon emissions,
how will the move to a more flexible supply and demand
scenario benefit large energy users?

• Results of the V2GB - Vehicle to Grid Britain study which
analyses how to incentivise consumers to adopt V2

15:00 THE ELECTRIFICATION OF TRANSPORT

• The business case for V2G uptake

• How can utilities change customer behaviour and encourage
prosumerism?

• Applications in rural settings

Moderator: Jeff Hardy, Senior Research Fellow, Imperial
Colleague London

15:00 INVESTING IN LARGE INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

12:30 THE DNO TO DSO TRANSITION
• How is this transition going to be executed and impact the
market?

New infrastructure is necessary to support the new energy
demand and business model
• How are new generation projects being built and their
challenges in the evolution of covering the new demand?

• Will DSOs be able to meet demand expectations?

• What to take into consideration to deliver infrastructures
and facilities to meet future needs, for instance, in new
developing areas: new houses, shopping centres, transport
infrastructures, etc.?

• What are the new opportunities within the developing
energy system?

• Who will be the key players in the investment on assets
during the energy transition?

Ben Eyre-White, Senior Policy Advisor- Electricity System
Governance, BEIS

• Who will take advantage of the transition to clean energy?

Stewart Reid, Head of DSO and Innovation, Scottish and
Southern Electricity Networks

Alejandro Ciruelos, Energy and Infrastructure - Managing
Director, Santander Global Corporate Banking

Kate Doole, Regulatory Analyst, ESB

Alastair Mumford, Corporate Energy Manager,
Devon County Council

• Will system operations become more flexible and able to
drive performance and efficiency from the network?

NETWORKING LUNCH BREAK

Ed Simpson, Partner, Downing LLP

Olivier Fricot, European Head of Power & Renewables
Lending, Investec

14:00 ENERGY TRADING CHANGE IN A FLEXIBLE
DECENTRALISED MARKET?

16:00 THE CUSTOMER COMES FIRST

• Blockchain, IoT, automation and peer-to-peer networks

• How to fulfil th e customer’s changing requirements?

• How can new technologies help the industry to become
more energy and cost efficient?

• Energy efficiency, new models of demand and usage
reducing the cost and increasing the customer services are
some of the keys to the future energy consumption

• Virtual power plant case study
• Can we really turn consumers into prosumers and sellers?
• Opportunities presented by EVs and storage
15:00 HOW WILL NEW TYPES OF DEMAND CHANGE THE
ENERGY MARKET AND CONSEQUENCES?
• Planning for the future wave of Electric Vehicles and new
models of consumption
• How will the new models of consumption impact the grids?
• Are we ready to provide the future demand?
Mark Meyrick, Head of Smart Grids, Ecotricity

• Smart meters to be behind the meter and enhancing the
flexibility
• How to encourage consumers to become prosumer and
incentive them to be loyal to us?
Matt Lipson, Head of Consumer Insight, Energy Systems
Catapult
Dhara Vyas, Head of Smart and Sustainable Energy, Citizens
Advice
Holly Stockbridge, Innovation Manager, ENGIE – UK &
Ireland
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16th

17th

October 2018

Subsidy-Free PV
New build European solar opportunities in a
non-subsidised era
10:30 NAVIGATING RESURGENT EUROPEAN SOLAR
MARKETS – TOWARDS POST SUBSIDY
• From FiT/RECs to Tender to Grid Parity – which markets are
closest to parity?
• In which countries are the main corporate renewables
markets growing?
• Is the C&I market able to sustain margins for the solar
industry?
• What’s required in a project’s economics to get it to “post
subsidy”
• Up or down: what’s happening to European power prices?
• How strong are European grids and how have they dealt
with the introduction of intermittent power, EVs, storage and
digital technology?
Vicky Dawe, Deputy Director - Renewable Electricity Support,
BEIS

October 2018

Energy Storage

18th

October 2018

Decentralised Energy

Stationary and non-stationary storage

Designed for utilities and large energy buyers

10:30 HOW IS FINANCE EVOLVING TO MEET DEMAND?

10:30 THE ROLE OF CORPORATE ENERGY BUYERS IN THE
ENERGY TRANSITION

• Analysis of recent deals: who provided capital and what was
in the deal?
• How are funders assessing different technologies and
projects in the market?
• How to get a project to the banks
• Multiple revenue streams and multiple technologies are
creating complexity in terms of the deal structures
• Technologies – what technologies are banks comfortable
with at this stage?
• Systems around batteries – can they do what’s promised and
does the warranty support this?

3 years since the 2015 Paris agreement (COP21), there are still
some objectives not achieved. 2020 is round the corner and
there is still a lot to do; we are running out of time!
• How is the UK getting ready for the decarbonisation targets
and how will impact to the industry?
• How are new energy business models impacted/ restricted
by regulations?
Eliot Whittington, Deputy Director, The Prince of Wales’s
Corporate Leaders Group

• What are the components which are easier to calculate, and
which do banks require more comfort over for now?

11:30 CASE STUDY: THE ENERGIESPRONG CONCEPT

11:30 WHAT CAN WE EXPECT IN 2019 FROM THE C&I
MARKET FOR STORAGE?

• How will retrofitting the system benefit you?

• Size of the market

• Understanding the technical challenges behind
energiesprong
• The energy leap to making Net Zero Energy a reality

11:30 SOLAR + STORAGE – THE ECONOMICS OF
CO-LOCATION

• 2018 deal analysis

• Understanding the procurement of the system and how to
apply it

• Funding updates

• How & why is this the future for residential homeowners?

• What part can storage play developing a project without
subsidies?

• Technologies involved

• Is storage a viable tool to balance a portfolio?
• How are funders evolving for a solar + storage future?
12:30 PPAS IN EUROPE: HOW IS THE PPA MARKET
DEVELOPING?
• How many PPAs are there to go around?
• Dealing with off-takers of different sizes and credit histories
• Commercial and industrial deals: nailing the pitch and getting a PPA to close

• How are customers using batteries?

Emily Braham, Head of sustainable Energy,
Nottingham City Council
David Adams, Technical Director, Melius Homes

12:30 PAIRING STORAGE WITH OTHER TECHNOLOGIES
• Co-location with different generation sources
• Storage and the internet of things
• Storage, blockchain and transactive energy
• Understanding usage data
• Electric vehicles

16th

18th

17th

October 2018

October 2018

October 2018
2:00 KEYNOTE:
DECENTRALISED ENERGY &
THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Installer Central
Opportunities in UK solar, storage & EVs

2:10 DATA AND AI – FINDING SMARTER WAYS TO INCREASE REVENUE
• Why you need to be a data-driven organisation
• The big data tsunami – are you ready to make it useful?
• Case studies from cities and businesses – bringing data and
green energy together

2:30 REGULATION & POLICY POST 2019
• New build residential
• Scottish housing regulations
• London Solar Strategy
• Will other metro-Mayors follow suit?
3:00 ARE HOUSEBUILDERS OPENING UP TO PV, STORAGE
AND EV CHARGING?
4:00 HOW WILL MCS EVOLVE UNDER A NEW BOARD?
4:40 Close of seminars

George Clarke, Architect
George Clarke is an architect, TV presenter and Creative
Director of architectural practice George Clarke + Partners.
He has set up an independent television production company,
Amazing Productions, to focus on factual programming for
all the main UK broadcasters. George also enjoys lecturing
and is passionate about the way architecture can transform
our everyday lives; his aim is to make architecture popular
and accessible to everyone. George is an ambassador for
Shelter, The Maggie Centre’s, The Prince’s Foundation for
Building Community and City & Country Group. George is
also patron of Knights Youth Centre, the Civic Trust Awards
and passionate supporter of Sunderland Football Club - so
much so that he is a Trustee of The Foundation of Light.
Most recently George is a founding trustee of the Ministry
Of Building Innovation & Education (MOBIE) a charity that is
working to address the skills shortage in the house building
industry.

• Lessons from offshore wind – how is the University of Manchester using AI?
• Are we moving towards an energy internet?
3:00 Close of seminars

5:00 Close of seminars
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AWARD CATEGORIES
• Residential Rooftop Solar Installation of the Year

• Utility-scale Storage Project of the Year

• Commercial Rooftop Solar Installation of the Year

• International Storage Project of the Year

• Ground-mount Solar Installation of the Year

• Storage Business Model Innovation of the Year

• Community Solar Installation of the Year

• Transaction of the Year

• International PV Installation of the Year

• O&M Provider of the Year

• Residential Storage Project of the Year

• Product Innovation

• C&I Storage Project of the Year

• Contractor of the Year

NEW

NEW

Wednesday 17th October 2018 | Hilton Metropole, Birmingham, UK
The Solar Power Portal Awards returns for a sixth successive year in 2018, and will this year be co-branded
alongside sister publication Energy Storage News. The UK’s solar and storage sectors will be honoured at
our gala dinner ceremony scheduled to coincide with Solar & Storage Live 2018.
Tickets are now available - book your place now

Category sponsor

Category sponsor

awards.solarpowerportal.co.uk
To sponsor any of this year’s categories,
please contact Marcela Ahmeti at mahmeti@solarmedia.co.uk

NEW

